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Kumarakom is an attractive small village form by the clusters of tiny islands on the Vembanad
backwater which is considered to be the largest freshwater lakes of Kerala. It is one of the beautiful
man- made land reclaim from the vast Vembanad Lake and is one of the most fascinating tourist
hang out side. One of its main attention grasping wonders of the village is the popular Kumarakom
Bird Sanctuary which is considered to be the only sanctuary for migratory birds to take shelter in it.

Kerala backwaters are a chain of brackish lagoons and lakes lying parallel to the Arabian Sea
forming a network of large lakes linked by canals of both man-made and nature extending the
virtually half of the length of the state. It is one of the most attractive features of the state which glow
out and charm the state with it glittering ripples of water. Backwater cruise is the dream fantasy of
tourist coming in the state. Thus Kumarakom houseboats are created in order to explore the beauty
and wonders of the backwater.

This unique intricate network of water covers mostly the prominent district and towns of the state.
Some of the networks linking places are Kasargod, Kozhikode, Kochi, Thiruvallam, Kollam,
Kottayam, Kuttanad, Thiruvananthapuram, Alappuzha and Kumarakom are the top listed backwater
districts of Kerala.  Houseboats are found in almost all the prominent backwater fascinating sites of
Kerala for its cruise tour purpose.

Houseboats in Kumarakom are well noted and popular among the tourist visitors worldwide are
sought after for its excellent amenities and possibilities with its cruise. Kumarakom houseboats
gained its popularity with its backwater cruise. This particular destination offers the best way to
explore the backwater lakes, lagoons, rivers, paddy fields and the surrounding beauty of the hills
and the scenery of the palm fringe groves on its cruise. You can also taste the local drink called
toddy drink freshly made from the coconut water.

Kumarakom backwater is considered to be one of the most attractive backwater destinations of
Kerala which can give you are true exhilarating cruise. You can experience the most mesmerizing
cruise on the panoramic backwater stretches amidst the palm fringe canals like backwater along the
lush paddy fields, highlands, extensive rubber plantations lying on the outstretch of the emerald
backwater. A voyage towards the north to Alappuzha about 10 km from Kottayam will bring you to
this rich green, sleepy little village of Kumarakom on the Vembanad Lake.

Kumarakom packages offer you the best backwater tour package for exhilarating tour cruise amidst
the ripples and glory of nature with houseboat cruise. It offers to every visitor leisure tour
experience. There are different types of packages offered by the tiny village of Kumarakom with
several trailer relevant to the tourist. Some of the popular tourist hunted packages includes
honeymoon package, ayurvedic packages, holiday packages and other special packages which
often deals with the houseboat cruise. So book any of them and enjoy the mesmerizing tour cruise
of Kerala with Kumarakom houseboat cruise. Experience it and treasure them forever of its memory.
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Anoop TU - About Author:
Anoop is an eminent writer and travel enthusiast, here giving valuable information on a Kumarakom
Houseboats, Houseboats in Kumarakom, a Kumarakom Packages and Kumarakom backwater. For
more information visit our site a www.kumarakomhouseboats.org.in .
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